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Provides an understanding of British fish, from their natural habitats to what sauce they go best with to how to respect their seasonality, in
keeping with the River Cottage ethos. This book explains the ins and outs of procuring a good fish, as well as how to buy and catch fish in an
ethical way, and how to prepare it for the kitchen.
“A great source of inspiration,” this cookbook is a stunning, mouthwatering homage to the unique, beloved, and healthy cuisine of Catalonia
(Alice Waters, chef/owner of Chez Panisse). Once an undiscovered gem among Europe’s culinary traditions, the cuisine of Catalonia, a
province of northeast Spain, has become an inspiration to some of the world’s top chefs. Catalan Cuisine is the definitive guide to authentic
Catalan cooking—the book that introduced this remarkable cuisine to America, and a volume that is found today in the kitchens of some of
Catalonia’s most famous chefs. Using many of the same fresh ingredients as other Mediterranean cuisines—tomato, garlic, olives, beans,
pasta, fruits, and a bounty of meat and seafood—Catalan cooking combines them in unexpected and mouthwatering ways. With 200
memorable recipes that are easy to prepare and sure to amaze, plus fascinating facts about the traditions, history, and culture of Catalonia,
Catalan Cuisine is required reading—or eating—for any adventurous gourmand or Spanish food aficionado. “An intelligent, superbly written,
profound study of a great and fascinating cuisine.” —Paula Wolfert “Colman Andrews is one of the most important champions of Catalan
cuisine. This significant book expresses a great love for our culture.” —Ferran Adrià, chef/owner of El Bulli
Happy home cooking means keeping it simple. This is cooking that is stress-free and that will wow your friends and family, leaving you more
time to relax and enjoy your life. Make It Easy Cookbook presents more than 100 delicious recipes that emphasize getting much of the work
done ahead of time, so that by the time your guests arrive you can enjoy their company rather than worry about what you should be doing in
the kitchen. Ranging from simple starters to weekend lunches to more elaborate meals, all of these stylish dishes are fresh, seasonal and
designed to keep ingredients to a minimum. From braised steaks with mustard and capers to sea bass with chorizo and butter beans to sticky
rhubarb and ginger cake, this book is packed with foolproof recipes that have been tested and perfected by the author in countless
demonstrations at classes, shows and other events.
**AS SEEN ON THIS MORNING and SATURDAY KITCHEN** **ALL NEW RECIPES FOR 2021** The ultimate gift for every veggie, vegan
and barbecue cook in your life, these mouthwatering recipes can be cooked either outdoors or indoors. 'Rukmini's recipes pack in flavour with
minimal effort required' BBC Good Food. If prepping a bbq seems a challenge, think again: this collection of 75 flavour-packed and mouthwatering recipes is completely meat-free. Whether you're entertaining for vegetarian guests or you're preparing a flexitarian feast, these
recipes are quick and easy to make, great for all the family and completely fuss-free. With a wide range of veggie-friendly options, from
griddled papaya and charred tenderstem to crispy barbecue tofu and dill-soused feta, this is the ultimate veggie book of 2021, to cook
outdoors or in. Over 1 million copies now sold of Rukmini Iyer's Roasting Tin books. Convenient, simple and delicious one-dish cooking: the
go-to books for busy people. 'Far-from predictable recipes and fuss-free dishes' Stylist 'A summer staple' You magazine
ONE TIN, 70 BAKES Whether you want cookies or cakes, pastries or desserts, something fruity, chocolatey, spiced or nutty, baking just got a
whole lot easier. From Praline Meringue Cake to Matcha Roll Cake, Peanut Butter Brookies to Tahini Babka Buns, all you need is just one
standard 9 x 13in baking tin. Varied and versatile, requiring minimal skill and little equipment, Edd Kimber's delicious treats range from simple
bakes to slice and serve to impressive but achievable showstoppers. 'Edd Kimber's One Tin Bakes is a dazzler of a baking book, using one
simple tin to make utterly enviable cakes, gorgeous pies, flavour-loaded buns and bars that'll have you swooping in for seconds.' Dan Lepard
'I've been a fan of Edd's since he won the bake off, not only because of his recipes but because of his character. There are no gimmicks and
his passion and energy are contagious. Most of all, he makes me want to bake his recipes. This book is accessible yet elegantly
photographed and you always feel like he is speaking directly to you, which is special. Of course, being American, I love a sheet cake and the
generosity in these recipes makes me want to go to a picnic or a potluck.' Claire Ptak 'Baking requires skill and perfection and Edd's got it'
Mary Berry 'Edd shares a true world of possibilities - all within a 9x13in tin. This book is an absolute must-have for every home baker.' Joy
Wilson (Joy the Baker) 'A terrifically clever idea - one tin, seventy bakes: from fabulous cakes, cookies and bars to perfect pies and tarts. The
recipes are accessible and gorgeous - Edd really knows how to entice - but more importantly, he gives clear instructions for successful bakes.
A must-have in your kitchen!' Helen Goh 'Edd Kimber brings baking back into British homes' Vogue
The Sunday Times Bestseller A wonder of a recipe collection celebrating the simple joys of one pot cooking Life is complicated enough so
why not let Si King and Dave Myers, AKA the Hairy Bikers, make it just that bit easier? Whether it's inspiration for supper after a hard day's
work or a slow roast feast for a weekend gathering, One Pot Wonders has it all. From rich and warming tray bakes to light but satisfying
salads, these triple-tested recipes deliver on flavour and cut out the fuss. This is Si and Dave's most wonderful collection yet, with chapters
on breakfasts and brunches, soups and salads, satisfying stews, quick one pot carbs, tarts and tray bakes, stovetop suppers, pies and pot
roasts, and puds and cakes - this collection is a belter! Enjoy savoury classics like Sausage and Bean tray bake and Showstopper Quiche, or
the sweet delights of Rhubarb and Orange Crumble and Boozy Syllabub Trifle, there's so much here to tickle the taste buds and get your
cooking mojo back into the kitchen. So dial back the effort and turn up the flavour with the boys' One Pot Wonders!
Cooking using just a single pot or pan is not only more efficient but is less expensive, and means less washing up to do. What's not to like?
Whether you are looking for a quick, after-work supper to feed the family or something posh (but easy) to feast on with friends Vegan OnePot Wonders is the book for you. Jessica Prescott's favourite way to cook is to throw ingredients into a pot or roasting tin and let the cooking
process do the work. Her easy-going vegan recipes are vibrant and varied, with a focus on ease, affordability and of course, flavour. With
recipes for brekkie and brunch, light and hearty stovetop suppers, simple bakes and sweet treats, as well as ideas for no-cook meals, easy
dressings and ways to upscale your one-pot meals into feast-worthy celebrations, Vegan One-Pot Wonders contains a wide variety of
ingenious but achievable plant-based recipes, perfect for anyone, any night of the week, with minimal fuss and little washing up.

In Pig, charismatic chef Johnnie Mountain demystifies cooking with pork. With more than 100 delicious recipes, as well
as information, tips and QR codes for your smart phone that take you to how-to video footage throughout, this book
shows you how to cook pork brilliantly. Pig is divided into four chapters: Home Favourites, gives you simple recipes for
the whole family - for example, Grilled Garlic & Sage Pork Chops and Pork & Apricot Tagine. In Cured, Dried, Preserved
& Smoked, you'll find amazing tastes and textures such as Pea & Ham Terrine and Ham Steaks with Caramelized Apple.
Aromatic & Spicy, shows you how to infuse fiery flavours into dishes like Vietnamese Pork Salad and Char Siu Pork. And
Slow-Cooked reveals the secret to truly succulent pork with recipes such as Slow-Roast Belly of Pork and Pork Loin in a
Fennel-Salt Crust. Special practical features throughout the book explain the different cuts of meat and how to smoke,
preserve, cure and braise. This book celebrates the pig in all its glory!
Vols. 39-214 (1874/75-1921/22) have a section 2 containing "Other selected papers"; issued separately, 1923-35, as the
institution's Selected engineering papers.
??University Science Books????
A collection of 70 fourteenth century recipes from the Cellarer's accounts of Evesham Abbey ready to cook today
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Carol Bowen has been the devoted owner of an Aga kitchen range for almost twenty years and this handbook brings
cooking on a range right up to date providing hundreds of thousands of Aga and Rayburn owners with a much needed
collection of refreshingly new recipes. As the title of the book suggests however, Carol Bowen does not ignore the basics
and this handy work of reference will serve not only those who have just purchased or inherited a kitchen range for the
first time but also those who have owned one for years and are looking for fresh ideas. As an Aga is more than just a
cooker this book contains all sorts of useful hints and tips for getting the most from your oven - everything from drying
sports clothing to using your kettle for cleaning the hotplate lid. The recipes are all clearly marked with unique symbols to
indicate instructions for 2-door, 4-door or Thermodial-control models and can be cooked in Agas, Rayburns and all
similar types of ranges. No one who owns an Aga or other kitchen range should be without this essential guide.
Do you think that gluten free baking and meals can't possibly taste fantastic? Does the idea of wheat free bread and
pastry conjure up images of heavy and unpalatable food? Do you think that eating gluten and wheat free meant turning
your back on all your most-loved recipes? Milly White’s Gluten Free Wheat Free Easy Baking, Bread & Meals Getting
Started Recipes Cookbook will change all that and make you think again! This cook book contains so many feel-good
favourites, with over 50 recipes reworked to be gluten and wheat free, such as: · crisp, flakey, melt-in-your-mouth pastry
recipes · light, airy celebration cakes · crusty, golden, tasty breads and buns · luscious, decadent puddings and desserts
Using readily available ingredients combined with a few tips and tricks that help guarantee perfect results, all of these
beloved foods and much more can be enjoyed and savored. With Milly’s tried and tested recipes, you will find over 50
wheat-free & gluten-free baking, bread and meal ideas such as: · Classic Pastry Recipes including Choc & Nut Choux
Buns using the Sweet Choux Pastry Recipe, Slow Cooker Steak & Kidney Pudding made from the Dairy-Free Suet
Pastry Recipe and Family Chicken, Leek & Mushroom Pie using the Shortcrust Pastry Recipe · Breads, Pizzas, & Batters
including Welsh Rarebit made from the Crusty French Boule Recipe, Mediterranean Pizzas using the Pizza Dough and
perfectly crisp and puffy Yorkshire Puddings/Pop-overs · Cakes, Cupcakes & Bakes including Dairy-Free Walnut &
Banana Tea Loaf, Chocolate Ganache Celebration Cake and Cranberry & Orange Scones · Puddings & Desserts
including Sticky Date & Pecan Puddings with Butterscotch Sauce, Dairy-Free Cinnamon Pear Parfaits and English
Raspberry Trifle. Click onto the ‘Look Inside’ button to see a photograph preview of some of these delicious recipes.
Each recipe is completely gluten-free and there are lots of recipes that are also: · Dairy-Free · Oat-Free · Nut-Free ·
Vegetarian · Vegan · Yeast-Free. Milly’s recipes are easy-to-follow and simple-to-make. What’s more, they are all so
delicious and nutritious; you can serve them to the whole family, even those who would normally eat gluten. This inspiring
and exciting recipe collection will become an essential part of your gluten-free kitchen. Milly White’s Gluten-Free WheatFree Easy Baking, Bread & Meals Recipes Cookbook is your recipe for delicious foods that are gluten-free, wheat-free
and are sure to delight and satisfy, so click the Buy Now button and let’s get cooking together!
Danny T?s Easy and Memorable Meals offers a collection of classic recipes for author Daniel T. Kamide?s favorite foods.
The recipes range from easy-to-prepare appetizers to impressive crudits and from breakfast to dinner and everything in
between. Danny T drew them from family, friends, co-workers and acquaintances form all over the United States. And
also has also included his own favorite dishes. During his career, Danny T had the opportunity to relocate with his
company across the United States; along the way, he had the pleasure of meeting hundreds of great cooks and the
honor of enjoying their dishes. Many of these chefs graciously agreed to share their recipes with him for this collection.
Over years of preparing these recipes, he has tweaked some of them or added a few new ingredients based on his
experience, thus creating new and delightful dishes. Danny has also included special chapters for major events
throughout the year, such as summer, Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Discover new and exciting recipes for all
seasons in Danny T?s Easy and Memorable Meals.
Whether you have only half an hour or an entire afternoon, the 75 recipes featured in Vegetarian Dinner's in the Oven are healthy,
simple, and require minimal prep and cleanup. Easily prepared in one pan, these vegetarian and vegan recipes are organized into
cooking times—from quick dishes requiring 30 minutes or less to full meals that are ready in less than an hour to slow recipes that
take an hour or more. Featuring menu-planning ideas, helpful infographics, and showstopping photos of almost every dish for your
own green one-pan recipe, this vibrant cookbook is great for entertaining friends and family.
All 75 recipes in The quick roasting tin take less then 10 minutes to prepare and a maximum of 30 minutes in the oven. They are
for people who want delicious home-made food which is wonderfully quick and easy. From worknight dinners through to family
favourites, these are crowd-pleasing meals you'll want to cook time and time again. Simply pop your ingredients into a tin, in the
oven and hey presto: 30 minutes to yourself, a delicious meal, and minimal washing up.
From the million-copy bestselling author of The Roasting Tin series comes over 75 quick and easy recipes for every day, from
Kolkata to Chennai. From scrumptious snacks and crave-worthy curries to delectable desserts, Rukmini Iyer brings a blend of
traditional and classic traditional Bengali and South Indian recipes with a modern twist. Keeping with her ethos of 'minimum effort,
maximum flavour', these dishes are quick, easy and utterly delicious. Discover simple yet speedy recipes that work for every day
such as: - Chilli Cheese Stuffed Parathas - Mushroom and Pistachio Biryani - Malai Prawns - Saffron, Almond & Paneer Festival
Pulao - Mango and Cardamom Lassi Whether simple weeknight curries or easy-prep breakfast dishes or weekend feasts for
special occasions or when you feel like pottering around the kitchen, these recipes are healthy and heavenly in equal measure.
Praise for Rukmini Iyer's Roasting Tin series: 'This book will earn a place in kitchens up and down the country' Nigella Lawson 'A
boon for any busy household' Jay Rayner 'The gift that keeps on giving' Lucinda Chambers 'An absolute must-have' GQ
'This book will earn a place in kitchens up and down the country' Nigella Lawson Seventy-five one-tin recipes: half vegan, half
vegetarian, all delicious. With all seventy-five recipes in this book, you simply pop your ingredients in a tin and let the oven do the
work. From flexitarians to families, this book is for anyone who wants to eat easy veg-based meals that fit around their busy lives.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'For bung-it-in-the-oven cooks everywhere, this is a must-have book: Diana Henry has a
genius for flavour.' - Nigella Lawson Whether you're short of time or just prefer to keep things simple, From the Oven to the Table
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shows how the oven can do much of the work that goes into making great food. Diana Henry's favourite way to cook is to throw
ingredients into a dish or roasting tin, slide them in the oven and let the heat behind that closed door transform them into golden,
burnished meals. Most of the easy-going recipes in this wonderfully varied collection are cooked in one dish; some are ideas for
simple accompaniments that can be cooked on another shelf at the same time. From quick after-work suppers to feasts for friends,
the dishes are vibrant and modern and focus on grains, pulses and vegetables as much as meat and fish. With recipes such as
Chicken Thighs with Miso, Sweet Potatoes & Spring Onions, Roast Indian-spiced Vegetables with Lime-Coriander Butter, and
Roast Stone Fruit with Almond and Orange Flower Crumbs, Diana shows how the oven is the most useful bit of kit you have in
your kitchen. Praise for How to Eat a Peach: 'This is an extraordinary piece of food writing, pitch perfect in every way. I couldn't
love anyone who didn't love this book.' - Nigella Lawson '...her best yet...superb menus evoking place and occasion with
consummate elegance' - Financial Times Food Book of the Year at the André Simon Food & Drink Book Awards 2019
Cook quick and easy delicious meals by letting your oven do the work. The Roasting Tin has recipes for 75 delicious one-dish
dinners ranging from chicken traybakes to supergrains. The concept is simple: fresh, easy ingredients, a few minutes prep, and let
the oven do the work. Each chapter also includes a helpful infographic for how to build you own roasting tin dinner using whatever
is in your fridge tonight. These recipes are for anyone who wants to eat nutritious food made from scratch that fits around their
busy lives. (And for anyone who doesn't like washing up).
**The latest in the bestselling Roasting Tin series** 75 DELICIOUS FAVOURITES FROM AROUND THE WORLD The Roasting
Tin Around the World covers all corners of the globe with brand new recipes. The greatest hits from each region are reworked into
quick and easy one-tin meals. The dishes are perfect for weeknight dinners, make-ahead lunchboxes and family favourites.
Rukmini Iyer's vision for the roasting tin series is: 'minimum effort, maximum flavour'. This fourth book really delivers on that with
its bold, punchy and global flavours. Just chop a few ingredients, pop them into a roasting tin and let the oven do the work.
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This multi-level English course is for teenagers. English in Mind Combo 1A offers the first eight units of the Level 1
Student's Book and Workbook. It includes corresponding material from the Level 1 Audio CD / CD-ROM.
Gluten Free-Easy - Easy recipes that are Gluten-free (not Taste-free) was compiled by a fellow-sufferer who wasn't
happy with the very limited selection of (often, quite frankly, nasty) items available in her local stores and needed recipes
that are worth serving up to friends and family, that aren't hard work - either to cook, or to eat! This edition includes nearly
300 recipes, all completely gluten-free - 114 of them selected for children. All ingredients are quoted in both American,
Imperial and metric quantities
Roasting Tin Cookbook #2020 Quick and Delicious One Dish Recipes for Every Day incl. Desserts, Vegan and
Vegetarian Recipes 50 easy-to-cook and delicious meals that can be cooked in a single roasting tin or pot in the oven. All
you need is one roasting tin, a few ingredients and 10 minutes of your free time to make a fantastic, no-fuss lunch or
dinner. Our easy roasting tin recipes include our famous Flavor Roasted chicken, Italian Lemon Fish with Garlic and
Rosemary, Crispy halloumi and potato bake, Yorkshire pudding, Coconut, cranberry and apple granola and a lot of other
tasty and easy-to-cook recipes. All recipes are designed in such a way that they don't take a lot of time to cook. You
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won't get stuck in the kitchen on the whole day to cook dishes for the family. This recipe book contains satisfying onedish recipes that the entire family will like! You can free up your time with minimal effort and maximum taste. It requires
minimal preparation and reduces cleanup. You simply need to pop all ingredients on a tin, set up a timer and mind your
business. While the oven is cooking lunch or dinner for your family you can make time for yourself. In this book, you will
find everything you need to know about roasting tins and how to choose a good one. In a book everyone will find
something for himself including: Fish recipes Seafood recipes Something for meat-lovers and vegetarians Desserts Keto
recipes that our bonus chapter contains- Keto roasting tin recipes! Roasting Tin Cookbook features quick, flavorful, easyto-cook and followed with step-by-step instructions recipes with a diverse range of flavor combinations. The dishes
prepared in the oven retain all the benefits and are not harmful as fried on the stove. Cook and indulge your family with
healthy and delicious recipes not spending a lot of your valuable time!
If you are looking for delicious, nutritious meals everyday, then this Essential Roasting Tin Cookbook is for you! This easyto-follow book contains tasty one dish recipes which the whole family will love! With minimum effort and maximum taste
you can free up your time and even reduce the washing up! The Essential Roasting Tin Cookbook contains beautiful
recipes such as baked apple & blackberry oats, lemon chilli chicken, sausage & apple bake, low carb lasagne, roast
vegetable and fish dishes and tasty desserts like blueberry Clafoutis. If you enjoy one-pot cooking and throwing a few
ingredients together for a delicious no-fuss dinner then this recipe book is for you! - Easy, simple and delicious recipes! Tasty one dish oven cooking - Eat well and enjoy family favourites! - Something for meat-lovers and vegetarians!? Great for a Mediterranean diet!
Enjoy easy and healthy one pan weeknight dinners without any fuss. Fresh, simple, delicious... and simple! This vibrant
cookbook is a comprehensive guide to creating tasty and quick one pan meals for any time or day of the week. With 75
satisfying one pan meals, there is something for all friends and family to enjoy, including: - Chipotle Chicken Wings with
Sweet Potato Wedges - Crispy Baked Gnocchi with Tomatoes, Basil, Mozzarella and Pine Nuts - Steam-Roasted Salmon
and Broccoli with Lime, Ginger, Garlic and Chile These clever dishes are the ideal solution for busy home cooks looking
to eat nutritious food made from scratch. Each recipe is enough to feed four or two with leftovers. Bright, fresh
photography pairs perfectly with these easy recipes that offer a modern, elevated twist for dinner.
From Britain’s best-loved home cook, the multi-award-winning Mary Berry, comes this super collection of make-ahead
dishes. In One Step Ahead, Mary Berry offers 100 simple, everyday solutions for busy cooks. All the recipes can be
prepared in advance to give you a clever head start for stress-free midweek dining or weekend entertaining. Mary breaks
every single recipe down into step-by-step instructions so that you can chill or freeze part of the meal and cook later. With
recipes covering nibbles and starters, poultry, meat and game, fish, pasta and rice vegetable dishes, puddings and, of
course, classic cakes and bakes, Mary also gives practical instructions for Aga owners. This is the essential guide to
inspire confidence in the kitchen and get everyone cooking for friends and family.
Jewish Food: The Ultimate Cookbook is a beautiful and thorough collection of recipes drawn from Jewish traditions and inspired by the
contemporary international cultures rooted in this incredible cuisine. The over 300 recipes featured in Jewish Food: The Ultimate Cookbook
span traditional High Holiday preparations and contemporary spins on dishes that reach back thousands of years. Learn the history of Jewish
food traditions and come to understand how strict religious guidelines coexist with food that is not religious but deeply cultural, and how some
of this food has evolved over time as it has traveled the globe and embraced European, Asian, and New World influences. Thisbeautiful and
thorough collection of recipes draws from Jewish traditions and is inspired by the contemporary international cultures rooted in this incredible
cuisine.
Rosie Sykes is a food writer, menu consultant and chef who has cooked in the kitchens of some of Britain s best-loved chefs, including
Alastair Little and Joyce Molyneux. Following the success of her critically acclaimed gastropub, The Sutton Arms in Smithfields, London,
Rosie quickly became one of the most exciting chefs working in the UK, and spent two years writing for the Guardian s Weekend magazine
as The Kitchen Doctor. Rosie went on to author The Sunday Night Book (2017) and co-author of The Kitchen Revolution (2008).
This book will simplify your life! It's not always easy to prepare a healthy family dinner after a long day at work, when the temptation is to eat
on the run - and yet it is always a pleasure to sit down and share food with loved ones at the end of a busy day. This book will explain how,
with a single baking dish, you can create many easy-yet-delicious meals in a flash and leave the oven to do the rest. And there won't be
much washing up to do either! One Pan Roasts features 80 incredibly simple recipes for meat, poultry, seafood and vegetarian meals, all
cooked slowly in the oven and flavoured with herbs, spices and aromatics. There are also recipes for pilaf, quinoa, couscous and roasted
vegetables to complete the meal, plus a chapter of delicious one-pan desserts, such as Cherry clafoutis, Peach tart and Pineapple roasted
with vanilla, cinnamon and star anise.
In New Irish Cookery, two of Ireland’s top chefs—the dynamic husband-and-wife team that runs the award-winning Belfast restaurant
Cayenne—present 140 traditional Irish dishes with an elegant modern twist. Here are some of Paul and Jeanne Rankin’s favorite recipes for
soups, starters, salads, fish and seafood, stews and braised dishes, as well as desserts. Reflecting their passion for fresh ingredients as well
as their unpretentious attitude toward food, New Irish Cookery features dishes like Warm Potato Pancake with Smoked Salmon, Rack of Pork
with Herbs, and Lemon Curd with Fresh Strawberries.
Vegan Roasting Pan, offers 70 oven-to-table recipes that are cooked in just one pan - a roasting pan, baking sheet or muffin pan, plus a few
select pieces of preparation equipment. From Sticky maple aubergine with crushed peanuts, Watermelon niçoise and Oven-fried nuggets, to
Apple and ginger dahl, Low and slow rice pudding or a Blackberry and peach tart, whether you're a kitchen pro or a vegan beginner, it's time
to let your oven do all of the hard work for you. The recipes are organized into four chapters: Light: Dishes that are simple enough for lunch,
or a light supper Supper: Delicious and hearty one-pots that all of the family will love, any night of the week Extras: Sides and snacks that are
easy to prepare Sweet: Bakes, puddings and breakfast ideas that are both simple and tasty With tips for every recipe and advice on freezing
and batch cooking, Vegan Roasting Pan will build your confidence in the kitchen, simplify cooking processes and prove that vegan cooking is
easy, with fail-safe meals that all of the family will love.
The debut cookbook from Great British Chefs contains 120 recipes from 60 of the best chefs cooking in the UK today. Every single one of the
fully illustrated recipes in Great British Chefs is a testament to just how incredible the UK's food scene has become. From simple weeknight
dinners to more complex courses for dinner parties, this book provides a wealth of inspiration for keen home cooks. Through each dish we
chart the evolution of the UK's food culture, from the culinary masters that started it all and those championing modern British cooking, to the
international cuisines we've fallen in love with and the next generation of exciting new talent. While the recipes in this book may come straight
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from the minds of top chefs, we've ensured that they're all suited to the home kitchen, perfect for ambitious cooks looking to impress. The
chefs featured in the book are: Britain's Culinary Masters: Pierre Koffmann, Mark Dodson, Shaun Hill, Paul Heathcote, Marcus Wareing,
Nathan Outlaw, Simon Rogan, Michael Wignall, Michael Caines, Sat Bains Flavours of Europe: Pascal Aussignac, Eric Chavot, Daniel
Galmiche, Chris & Jeff Galvin, Francesco Mazzei, Theo Randall, Luke Holder, José Pizarro, Agnar Sverrisson Flavours of the World: Alfred
Prasad, Vivek Singh, Peter Joseph, Andrew Wong, Robert Ortiz, Hideki Hiwatashi, Peter Gordon, Anna Hansen, Graham Hornigold, Marcello
Tully, Scott Hallsworth Classic British & Pub Food: Jeremy Lee, Richard Corrigan, Robert Thompson, Geoffrey Smeddle, Frances Atkins,
Galton Blackiston, Josh Eggleton, James Mackenzie, Emily Watkins, Dominic Chapman Modern British: Tom Aikens, Alyn Williams, Adam
Byatt, William Drabble, Adam Gray, Martin Wishart, Paul Ainsworth, Simon Hulstone, Andy McLeish, Adam Stokes, Nigel Haworth, James
Sommerin New Wave: Robin Gill, Merlin Labron-Johnson, Chantelle Nicholson, Lisa Goodwin-Allen, Phil Fanning, Paul Welburn, Paul Foster,
Paul A Young
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